
 

 

Zomani is a Zoho CRM Extension which helps the users in writing emails blogs 
business ideas, newsletter and much more. It is your writing guide which helps you 
to write quality content ideas documentation, templates, and social media post 
based on your provided keywords. Content writing is becoming increasingly 
important in the digital age, as it helps businesses to create engaging content that 
drives traffic and increases their visibility online. As such, many companies are 
looking for ways to automate this process and create quality content faster. 
Zomani provide an effective solution for automating content creation by using 
algorithms to generate high-quality texts quickly and accurately. Zomani helps you 
create content that is not only engaging but also optimized for search engines, 
giving your business a competitive edge. 

Use Cases 

Zomani provides you multiple use cases that can be used according to the type of 
content that you need. Zomani assist you not only to generate content based on 
keywords it also makes sense according to the use case that you require. Zomani 
helps you create Blog ideas, post, profile bio, interview questions, keywords, 
cover letters and much more.  
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Keywords 

Provide some keywords to Zomani and wait for the magic. Based on your 
keywords Zomani generates quality content. 

Tones and Languages 

Zomani includes 30+ languages in which content can be generated to provide 
each user with the feasibility to get error free content in their desired language. 
Also, select the tone in which tone you want your content to be written there are 
many options in Zomani like appreciative, Assertive, candid, casual, cautionary, 
convincing, critical and much more. 
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No. of Variants 

The user is able to create different variants based on provided keywords. User 
can create up to 5 variants for the provided use case and keywords.  

Character Count 

Desired character count helps you to generate content based on the limit of the 
characters. Just select a limit of the characters and create short or either lengthy 
content according to your needs. It also reflects your available remaining credits 
each time you create a content.  
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Themes  

Switch between the dark and light theme through the top right most button for a 

better visibility. Set the dark theme for a better visibility at night to protect your 

vision.  

 

Emails 

Not only Zomani helps you creating email content it also allows you to send bulk 
emails. Select your leads or contacts in Zoho CRM to which you want to send an 
email and hit the button named as “Zomani Email”.  
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Create the content of an email by providing the Subject and hit “Use Me” Select 
the tone provide your necessary keywords and Zomani will take care of the rest. 
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Account Settings 

Account settings maintains all your information regarding your membership, 
stats, credits, profile, subscription and saved templates too. 

 

Pricing and Subscriptions 

On install, you’ll get a free trial for 15 days. After 15 day trial you can buy any of 
your desired subscription. Each subscription has its own features and limits. User 
can purchase either monthly or yearly subscription. 
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Templates 

You can easily save the documents as templates and keep them for future use as 
well. You can also use these templates while sending the emails. Also, you can 
update the existing templates as well.   

History 

Your history is also maintained on Zomani. Your previous searches are all 
available in history and user can easily apply filter to the history as well based on 
the use cases. 
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Writer 

Writer is the editor where you can easily edit your document. All editing options 
for document are available here. Text alignment, Layout, format, Font, Style, size 
etc. You can also upload pictures and videos in the editor.  
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In case of any problem in setting up your API key, feel free to contact us at: 

info@zenithinnovations.net

 

© Zenith Innovations info@zenithinnovations.net 

Office No. 401, Plaza 147, 

4th Floor, Civic Center, Bahria Town Phase IV, Rawalpindi. 


